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Working with Microsoft Dynamics(TM) CRM 3.0Microsoft Press, 2006
Get a practical, hands-on introduction to the fundamentals of adapting Microsoft CRM 3.0 to meet your specific business needs. With topics that include developing new functionality, designing implementations, and integrating Microsoft CRM with other business applications—including Microsoft Office OutlookÐ’® and Microsoft...
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eBay Listings That Sell For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2006
Discover the tricks top sellers use to grab attention   

   

   Create your own unique eBay selling pages with time-tested techniques   

   So you know your way around eBay, but you're not getting the highest bids for your items? Maybe your listings need a makeover! Here are all the...
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Deploying Cisco Wide Area Application Services (Networking Technology)Cisco Press, 2008
Design and deploy Cisco WAN optimization and application acceleration solutions for the enterprise WAN

Today, IT organizations are increasingly squeezed by competing demands. They must support more distributed users who demand greater availability and performance. They must protect their digital assets...
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Error Control Coding: From Theory to PracticeJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
Error Control Coding: From Theory to Practice provides a concise introduction to basic coding techniques and their application. The fundamental concepts of coding theory are explained using simple examples with minimum use of complex mathematical tools. The selection of appropriate codes and the design of decoders are discussed.
...
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Server-side GPS and Assisted-GPS in Java (Artech House Gnss Technologies and Applications)Artech House Publishers, 2009

	Assisted-GNSS is an interesting field to work in at present. Demand for accurate location is increasing and new satellites and signals are coming online through the GPS modernization program and the emergence of new GNSSs.


	This book is a practical exploration of A-GNSS with particular focus on A-GPS. It provides some theoretical...
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Managing the Dynamics of New Product Development Processes: A New Product Lifecycle Management ParadigmSpringer, 2011

	In contemporary globally competitive markets, the development of new products
	is considered a critical success factor for organizations. Significant efforts have
	been invested in the development of methods and tools for improving the management
	of design processes, being a key element in development processes,
	especially those related...
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Architecting Composite Applications and Services with TIBCO (TIBCO Press)Addison Wesley, 2012

		The architecture series from TIBCO® Press comprises a coordinated set of titles for software architects and developers, showing how to combine TIBCO components to design and build real-world solutions. TIBCO’s product suite comprises components with functionality ranging from messaging through services, service...
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iOS 6 Programming CookbookO'Reilly, 2012

	
	
		The long-awaited iOS 6 SDK (Software Development Kit) is finally out, and we need
	
		to learn about all the great features that this release offers us. Apple did a great job
	
		adding new features to the SDK and, of course, to iOS itself. iOS 6 is much more stable
	
		than the previous versions of iOS, as you would expect....
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UX Optimization: Combining Behavioral UX and Usability Testing Data to Optimize WebsitesApress, 2018

	Combine two typically separate sources of data?behavioral quantitative data and usability testing qualitative data?into a powerful single tool that helps improve your organization’s website by increasing conversion and ROI. The combination of the what is happening data of website activity, coupled with the...
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Building Dynamic Web Sites with Macromedia Studio MX 2004 (Voices That Matter)New Riders Publishing, 2003
Each of the applications in Macromedia's just-released Studio MX 2004 product  suite—Dreamweaver MX 2004, Flash MX 2004, Fireworks MX 2004, and FreeHand MX—is,  in its own right, a powerhouse in some aspect of Web development. Put them  together, and you'll be conquering the world with your dynamic, data-driven  sites! All you need is...
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Mastering Mambo: E-Commerce, Templates, Module Development, SEO, Security, and PerformancePackt Publishing, 2005
If you type "Mambo" into a search engine, you get a ton of hits. Testing this with Google
resulted in almost six million references. But only some of these concerned themselves with the Afro-Cuban style of music and dance made popular by the movie Dirty Dancing. Most lead to one of today's most popular content management systems,...
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Adobe Flex 2: Training from the SourceAdobe Press, 2006
Part of the Adobe Training from the Source series, the official curriculum from Adobe, developed by experienced trainers. Using project-based tutorials, this book/CD volume is designed to teach the techniques needed to create sophisticated, professional-level projects. Each book includes a CD that contains all the files used in the lessons, plus...
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